10 Questions To

Ask Your Existing

iGaming Technology

Provider


In the world of iGaming, every operator knows that the
strength of their technology is paramount to the success
of their business. 



In order to compete for bettors, operators must offer
mobile-friendly products, fun and engaging games,
scalable platforms, and meet the growing demands of
modern bettors. 



To avoid falling behind the competition, operators should
routinely look at their current technology provider and
compare it to what other technology providers offer. 



Per the quote in Ferris Bueller’s Day Off, “life moves
pretty fast, if you don’t stop and look around once in a
while, you could miss it.” As you look around, here are a
few questions to keep in mind to help retain your
competitive edge. 


Do you offer any in-house games, or only
third party integrations?


This is an important question to ask since in-house games typically
offer more customization and can be more easily designed to your
unique branding. It’s also important to consider because games that are
built by your technology provider usually offer much more competitive
pricing in the form of lower GGR share and flexible monthly minimums
over games built by third-party providers. 


While on the topic of games that are built in-house, you should also ask
your technology provider what fees if any are associated with adding
new games to your site as they build them. Usually, providers will
charge on a per-game basis, but some may be flexible and offer
discounts to add additional games at a minimal cost when they develop
more. Lion Gaming Group has a suite of in-house casino games that
are all customizable to the operators branding. Additionally, Lion
Gaming Group’s casino suite is attractively priced since it does not
incur third party expenses. 


If you offer in-house games, do you still
offer third party integrations?



Of course, some third party integrations are unavoidable. If a provider
does offer in-house games, you should see if they can still integrate
third party providers. For some game types, such as popular slots,
bettors expect to have a wide variety of options and harbor preferences
for certain slot providers. In this instance, third party integrations are
crucial to offering the best user experience possible.



Make sure that your iGaming platform provider is capable of integrating
the games bettors demand such as slots from the most popular gaming
providers and live casino games in order to offer the most complete
iGaming solution possible. 


Are the games mobile-friendly?


Regardless if the games your provider offers are in-house or from a
third party, it is important to know if the games available to you are built
with mobile users in mind. The majority of internet traffic stems from
mobile devices, so it is crucial that bettors have a pleasant mobile
experience.


It’s particularly important to ensure that your online casino or
sportsbook is designed from a mobile-first perspective if your operation
is tackling emerging markets such as Latin America, Africa, parts of
Europe, and parts of Asia where mobile internet access far exceeds
desktops and laptops. All of Lion Gaming Group’s products are built
from a mobile-first approach, ensuring that all players are able to have
a flawless betting experience regardless of device.


What makes your games unique? 


At first thought, it might not seem like there is a competitive advantage
to be had when it comes to classic casino games like Black Jack. After
all, Black Jack is Black Jack, right? However, there is still substantial
opportunity to be had in differentiating your casino games from your
competitors. 


The first and most common method is to offer a graphically superior
product. The second is to ensure that the games run smoothly on
mobile devices. A third way to differentiate your table games is through
the use of Provably Fair technology and on-chain wagering. Bettors like
knowing that the games they are playing are fair, and Provably Fair
games enable bettors to independently verify that the game they played
was fair, providing peace of mind and trust in the operator. In an
industry that is full of competition, marketing your suite of Provably Fair
games and mobile designs are a sure way to stand out in the pack.


Do you offer a sportsbook?


Even if the majority of your customer base prefers casino wagering
to sports betting, many bettors dabble in both, which not only leaves
revenue on the table but risks losing bettors who decide they would
prefer the convenience of wagering on a platform that offers both
casino games and a sportsbook. 



What makes your sportsbook different?


Due to the consolidation and data oligopolies of the companies
providing odds feeds, most sportsbook providers offer roughly the
same number of sports and events. However, there are many that
still do not offer comprehensive Esports coverage, or coverage for
sports that are quickly growing in popularity such as Formula 1
racing.


Additionally, you should ask your provider about their capability
for live betting, which is a crucial feature to offer to sports bettors.
Beyond the number of pre-match and in-match events offered,
operators should look for differentiation in the user experience
they can provide through their sportsbook technology. 


One way to do that is to offer a blockchain-based sportsbook,
where bettors have more peace of mind since a public receipt is
issued for all bets due to an accompanying unique hash for each
wager placed. This also increases profit margins for operators
due to less fees and delays. Lion Gaming Group is the only
iGaming technology provider that offers a blockchain-based
sportsbook that can be toggled on or off depending on the player
preference.



Are your products compatible with
cryptocurrency and tokens?


More technology providers are starting to offer payment rails with the
most popular cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin. However, offering Bitcoin as
a payment method is no longer the mark of an innovative, futureforward provider. At the very minimum, your platform provider should
be able to accept wagers in Bitcoin.

 

As more cryptocurrencies become mainstream, the ability for your
betting technology platform provider to accept these alternative
cryptocurrencies (commonly known as altcoins) will be essential to the
success of your operation. Don’t be shy about asking your technology
vendor what their plan is to accept more cryptocurrencies in the future,
how many they plan on accepting, and when they expect to have the
ability to accept them. As a provider who can enable operators to
accept virtually any cryptocurrency on the market in a few hours, we’ve
recognized the importance of alternative payment methods for a global
betting audience and baked it into our tech stack.


Can you show me how your technology is
up-to-date with compliance regulations in
my jurisdiction?



It is important that your technology is compliant with your relevant
licensing authority. This means that the games offered by your
technology provider need to meet the applicable RNG requirements, as
well as the KYC & AML rules for the cashier system. You should ask
your technology provider to show you proof of compliance and any
applicable licensing requirements to ensure you’re operating within your
target jurisdictions legally. 




I want to expand into a new market - can you
help or advise me on receiving the relevant
licensing?


Securing relevant gaming licenses can feel daunting, but an
experienced technology provider should be able to help you through this
process. You should have a discussion with your prospective technology
provider regarding your target market and the type of games (casino
and/or sportsbook) you plan on offering, in order to gauge which license
is most appropriate for your business and if they are a good match for
your platform. Lion Gaming Group’s legal partners are able to help
operators secure gaming licenses that are best suited for their needs.



What does your product roadmap look like?


Partnering with an iGaming or sportsbook technology platform provider is
an investment in the long-term success of your business. That being said,
it’s important to make sure that your technology provider is building their
product suite with a focus on evolving trends and player preferences
instead of just immediate, short term goals. In an industry that’s quickly
evolving and primed for disruption, working with a partner that has a lens
into where the industry is going and building toward that future vision will
be key to excelling in a competitive environment. 


In the modern betting landscape, the success of your iGaming operation
largely depends on the technology supporting it. It’s more important than
ever to work with iGaming and sportsbook technology providers who strive
to keep up with the latest features, design trends, and innovations that
global betting audiences expect. 





A common objection that existing operators have to the idea of switching
technology providers is the perceived risk, resource investment, and
downtime involved with switching to a new provider. In reality, the real
risk is in continuing to work with technology providers that don’t offer
bleeding-edge technology and features built around the future-forward
operator and modern bettor. 


You’ll be pleased with the simplicity and ease of switching to a
technology provider that offers the robust solutions your operation needs
to excel. Contact Lion Gaming Group today at hello@liongaming.io to
discover the difference that our technology can have on the success of
your iGaming and sports betting operation. 




